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ABSTRACT 

Background/ Objectives: Today, most of the internet site has a login account for the user to view any type of 

information and use their resources. But, till now all the websites use the same CAPTCHA word in the available 

database. Unfortunately, hackers wrote malicious program and enter into the website for destroying the resources 

thru false registration. So, in this paper, introduce a Time Dependent Color (TDC). CAPTCHA for increasing the 

security level protection.  

Methods:/Statistical Analysis: In this proposed methodology, all the CAPTCHA words in the database can have 

the chance to represent in different order in the registration process. Each and every second the same set of 

CAPTCHA word can be represented in different order using Modulo Division Five (MDF) algorithm. This leads to 

the minimal level usage of the CAPTCHA word on the internet site.  

Findings: All the characters used in the CAPTCHA word are to be represented in different colors. The User fills all 

the necessary information in the registration form, the CAPTCHA screening test will appear. On the successful 

submission of all user entries, a system can note the time along with seconds. The system can collect the 

CAPTCHA word on the particular websites site and to represent the CAPTCHA letters in different order using 

MDF algorithm. Some graphical operation and cracks are added in the CAPTCHA word to perform a CAPTCHA 

entry test by the user. Consequently, this method is unbreakable by any Robot and in turn the human based 

threats to be reduced.  

Applications/Improvement: This proposed system to display the CAPTCHA on the web entry form  provide with 

additional security in major application areas such as Banking sectors, Online shopping and defense services. 

KEY WORDS: CAPTCHA- Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computer and Human Apart, TDC- 

Time Dependent Color, MDF -Modulo Division Five, Graphical   operation, Web security.                          

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today internet plays a vital communication role for the benefits of the user to access the facility of the 

websites such as e-governance, inventory shop, education site etc. In such a case, user has to register a particular 

website and to facilitate the benefits of the internet. Registration gives the identification of a user. But today hackers 

wrote malicious program and enter into the internet site to destroy the resources of the site. In order to distinguish 

between a hacker and user, CAPTCHA used as an entry test to restrict the bots to enter into a site (Mumtaz, 2014). 

And also, hackers uses a sophisticated software to collect the CAPTCHA word (a group of CAPTCHA character) 

from the available database used by the owner website. Hence, in this proposed work, introduce a time dependent 

CAPTCHA to restrict the CAPTCHA word used in the test, as it is available in the database of a particular website. 

Meanwhile user fills all the necessary information in the application, then only CAPTCHA screening test will appear. 

So it prevent the automatic registration over on the internet by the hackers. 

In generally three types of CAPTCHA are followed in the web based application. 

Text based CAPTCHA’s: Many websites (like google, yahoo, Microsoft) use the own style of text based 

CAPTCHA representation (Rahman Maulana Azad, 2012). It is easily implemented in the programming language 

like java script, Phyton and ASP.net. There are 26 alphabets and 10 digits are used to generate the text based 

CAPTCHA character. Every website uses the own CAPTCHA word, never changes at runtime (figure.1). 

 
Figure.1. Wikipedia CAPTCHA 

Image based CAPTCHA’s: In the image based CAPTCHA, usually six to eight images are loaded in the given grid 

layout. These images are collected from the database available in the restricted website. The user has to select an 

image based on the information available on the test and then go for submission (Aditya Raj, 2010) (figure.2). This 

test is evaluated for the maximum of four times in order to restrict the bots to access the information from the web 

(Baljit Singh Saini, 2013).  
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Figure.2. Image based CAPTCHA 

Audio based CAPTCHA’s: Audio based CAPCHA is a resonance based system (ability between the computer and 

user to recognize the spoken language) and mainly designed for the visually user. The user has to put much more 

effort to recognize the spoken word. Then the indistinct sound clip is presented to the user to enter the right number 

or word (Divya Shanker, 2013).  

From the literature survey, our analysis some of the problem are exit in the current scenario. One such 

problem is, user got confused to analysis the CAPTCHA word in the given test. The figure.3, shows user got confused 

to analysis the two characters are ‘cl’ or ‘d’. And also some noise and distortion are added to the test based 

CAPTCHA, that frequently create a problem to the user for recognize the CAPTCHA letter. This is due to the similar 

color used for all CAPTCHA characters in a given test (Chellapilla, 2004). Meanwhile the system can generate the 

own CAPTCHA word of a particular website used by the user. But in this proposed work, all the CAPTCHA 

character are to be represent in different colors. The words are used in the CAPTCHA set that are appear in the 

screening test will be different from the available database based on using well defined sophisticated algorithm 

(2013).  

 
Figure.3. Confusing character in a google CAPTCHA 

2.  PROPOSED WORK 
Today, many websites provide free registration to the user for utilizing the social websites, inventory shop 

etc. In this connection text based CAPTCHA gives security to the owner of the website and enabling the smoother 

registration process (Silky Azad, 2013). Each website uses the own set of CAPTCHA words. In my proposed work, 

security of displaying text based CAPTCHA are completely differ from the database available on their own websites. 

The user fills all the necessary information in the application form, then only the CAPTCHA screening test will 

appear. During the final submission of the user entry, the system can note the time along with the second. According 

to notable time taken, the system can allocate a CAPTCHA word from the website owner. The same set of characters 

allocate in the CAPTCHA screening test can have the chance to differ in different order for every second. The various 

CAPTCHA letters represent a word in the database of a site can be represented in different order in the screening 

test using Modulo Five Algorithm (MDF). So the hackers cannot have the chance to predict a CAPTCHA character 

representation through this proposed methodology. This method also prevent from the online guessing attack and 

dictionary attacks (Ushus Elizabeth Zachariah, 2015).  

Creation of Time Dependent Captcha’s Character Scheme: The visual CAPTCHA character scheme as shown in 

the figure.4. Each and every character is to be distorted and tilted in different positions. All the characters are 

represented in different colors. Some noise (cracks) is added in the CAPTCHA character set, to distract the hackers 

not able to segment a single character alone. Usually white color used as a background text, black color used to crack 

the CAPTCHA character set and the rest of the black and white color used in a CAPTCHA character representation.  

 
Figure.4. Shows a different color character CAPTCHA 

Working Principles: The random characters are displayed in the CAPTCHA entry test based on the modulo division 

five algorithm. The CAPTCHA word used in the database that are appearing in the CAPTCHA screening test in 

different order (figure.5). For example, in a database maintain a CAPTCHA word is gMU8kn, but it displayed in a 

CAPTCHA test is gUkM8n. First place the odd position character (g, U, k) and then place the even position character 

(M, 8, n). The given flow chart (figure.6) shows the working principles of time dependent color CAPTCHA. 

 
Figure.5. Database  CAPTCHA word  vs  User entry CAPTCHA test word 
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Figure.6. Working flow of a Time dependent Color CAPTCHA 

Database Collection: Using the random order generator procedure, collect the various CAPTCHA characters to 

represent a word in the database. The CAPTCHA characters used are {(a, b..y, z), (A, B,..Y, Z), (0, 1,..8, 9)}. The 

table.1, shows the CAPTCHA character used (sample) along with number of pixel count. In the database nearly 600 

sets of CAPTCHA words are maintained. The number of CAPTCHA characters is used to frame a word may vary 

from 6 to 8.In each set, contain a CAPTCHA word along with an equivalent recognized word and a number of  

characters used (Table.2). The sample database shows the collectivity of sample CAPTCHA character sets. 

Table.1. Look up table entries – Letter with pixel count 

Letter Color used Pixel count 
E YELLOW 168 
S GREEN 186 
U ORANGE 172 
T BROWN 196 

Table.2. Sample CAPTCHA character set 

CAPTCHA  Word Recognized Word No. of characters used 

 
gMU8Kn 6 

 Ke5j8aE 7 

 UAdNS3eW 8 

Time dependent CAPTCHA character collection: The user enters all the details in the web application form, then 

only the CAPTCHA screening test will appear. System time is also generated along with the given application form. 

System time was notable at the time of CAPTCHA entry test. If the “user entry information” is valid, CAPTCHA 

word is generated in the screening test according to the notable system time.  

System time generate Time dependent CAPTCHA: As per the notable system time, CAPTCHA word is displayed 

on the screening test. Permutable choice as to be made for the same CAPTCHA word appear in different order using 

modulo division five algorithm (table.3). Each and every second the same CAPTCHA word can have the chance to 

appear in different order. Use MDF algorithm, remainder value can have 0, 1, 2, 3, & 4. For example as shown in 

the table.4, CAPTCHA word is available in the database is Ke5j8aE. At the time of user entry (11:46:38 AM/PM) 

in the CAPTCHA test, the same CAPTCHA word is represented in different order, E85Kaje. Using MDF algorithm 

for the notable time 11:46:38, the remainder value is 3.Sum of the individual digit of the time and modulo it by 

5((1+1+4+6+3+8=23), 23% 5=3). 

There are five cases arises from the system notable time. It can be listed as shown in the table.3. 

Table.3. Sample CAPTCHA character set 

Case Using  MDF algorithm, remainder value Comments 

1 0 
First place the odd position CAPTCHA letter, and then 

place even position CAPTCHA letter 

2 1 
First place the even position CAPTCHA letter, and then 

place odd position CAPTCHA letter 

3 2 Place the same CAPTCHA character as same as it is 

4 3 

First place the odd position CAPTCHA letter in reverse 

order, and then place even position CAPTCHA letter in 

reverse order 

5 4 First place the even position CAPTCHA letter in 

reverse order, and then place odd position CAPTCHA 

letter in reverse order 
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Table.4. Sample CAPTCHA character set 

                      Database  

CAPTCHA word Number of Characters used 

             7 

 

 

Graphical operation: The set of random CAPTCHA letters appear in the screening test as a word and it perform 

some graphical operations (Chandavale, 2010) (figure.7).   

 
Figure.7. User entry CAPTCHA screening test 

Scaling: To make the CAPTCHA letter enlarge or shrink with respect to X and Y axis. 

Rotation: The CAPTCHA letter rotates in different angle. (lies between -20 to 20 degrees) 

Sliding: Some CAPTCHAs character may optimally slide either in left or right w.r.t. a row either upper side or lower 

side. In addition to that some noise is added in the screening test box, in order to confuse the hackers to track a single 

character alone (Elie Bursztein, 2011). 

Implementation: In this case user fills all the necessary information then only the CAPTCHA screening test will 

appear. A CAPTCHA word appears in the screening test must be a user friendly, but it strongly restricts the bots to 

pass a CAPTCHA test (Simran Sharma, 2015). All the CAPTCHA characters appear in the screening test in different 

colors. This makes the same CAPTCHA character to represent in different colors which in turn number of pixels and 

intensity value may vary. 

User entry: The user fills all the sufficient details in the web application form, then only he/she go and proceed the 

CAPTCHA screening test. At the time of user entry CAPTCHA test, system timer was noticed. Depend upon the 

notable system time, a random set of CAPTCHA character is displayed using MDF algorithm (figure.7). 

Algorithm for a user entry: 

(i)  User enter character CAPTCHA one at a time. 

 Enter a total no of character used 

(ii)  User submit button  

(iii) If all typed character matched with the buffer 

CAPTCHA set. 

Print the message, “CAPTCHA done successfully” 

Else 

Print the message,” Invalid CAPTCHA” 

new set of character CAPTCHA are generated        

The figure.8, shows the successful clear entry of a CAPTCHA test performed by the user. If the user not 

able to give the correct CAPTCHA code, a new set of CAPTCHA character will be generated. 

 
Figure.8. User entry CAPTCHA validation 

Case System Notable Time Permutable Choice 

CAPTCHA made 

Use MDF algorithm Remainder value 

 1 11:46:35  (1+1+4+6+3+5=20) (20%5=0) 

2 11:46:36  1 

3 11:46:37  2 

4 11:46:38  3 

5 11:46:39  4 
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Data Base Maintenance: The system can maintain a minimal number of 600 CAPTCHA word. Along with a number 

of characters used in the dictionary. Based on the MDF algorithm, the same CAPTCHA word can have the chance to 

appear in five different permutable combinations. So, within the 600 CAPTCHA words leads to the appearance of 

3000 different words in a CAPTCHA screening test. 

System Timer: At the time of user entry of a CAPTCHA test, system timer notice a time (along with seconds). From 

the notable time, the system can allocate a CAPTCHA word for the screening test. In the database maintain a list of 

CAPTCHA word along with a recognized word. Using MDF algorithm a particular random CAPTCHA word is 

stored in the buffer in different order (figure.9). The allotted CAPTCHA word in the buffer is to be available in a 

temporary period. 

 
Figure.9. CAPTCHA entry test 

User entry validation: The user enters all the CAPTCHA characters and to check with the equivalent word in the 

buffer. Both the user entry word and buffer word are to be the same, and then ensure for the successful validation 

process (figure.9). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
In generally CAPTCHA screening test is allotted along with the registration application form. Meanwhile 

all the CAPTCHA words are allotted in the screening test that are obtainable in their database (owner site). So, use 

the modern tool technique, hackers may have the chance to break the CAPTCHA test. But, in this proposed 

methodology, screening test is allotted only after the clear entry of their user finished application form. The 

CAPTCHA word has given in the test, that are differ from the same word in the available database. Each and every 

character may have the chance to appear in different colors. In addition to that, some graphical operation has made 

in the CAPTCHA character, along with some noise (cracks are there in the text box) this leads to the stronger security 

level for their CAPTCHA refreshment. 

After the successful entry of the user application, CAPTCHA test appears in the web form need 18 to 25 

secs. The given diagram 10 shows the time vary for five cases, by allotting CAPTCHA word in the screening test. 

(The five case scenario already discussed in section 3.3.1). Case 3 takes a minimal amount of time (10 to 12 secs) to 

place the same CAPTCHA  character as it is and case 4 & 5 takes a longer time, due to placement of character in 

reverse order (19 to 26 secs). 

Due to the graphical operations, CAPTCHA character size and shape may vary. This lead to the number of 

pixels used and pixel intensity value may differ from the CAPTCHA letter in the data base and allocating the same 

CAPTCHA letter in the screening test box. Hence, in this proposed methods clearly shows the hackers cannot given 

a chance to predict the CAPTCHA character at anytime and anywhere. 

 
Figure.10. Allotted CAPTCHA word using MDF within time in secs 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
The proposed method displays a CAPTCHA screening test only after the completion of the user registration 

process. Each and every character appear in different colors. The representation of CAPTCHA makes easier for the 

user, even though the characters collide with others and have some cracks. The words appearing in the CAPTCHA 

test completely differ from the words available in the database. The same word in the database is to be represented 

in different order in the screening test along with graphical operations using MDF. This leads to differ in the pixel 

intensity value and a number of pixels used for the same character. So, the complex representation of CAPTCHA, 

hackers not have the chance to detect a set of characters in the screening test. 
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In order to create the Time Dependent Color CAPTCHA in a more securable way, the CAPTCHA screening 

test is to be displayed within a limited time period. If the user wants to write the CAPTCHA test within the given 

period, and then only sign and enter into the required web area. If delay occurs during the registration process, a 

new set of CAPTCHA will be generated. 
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